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Vilkovisky-DeWitt Effective Potential and the Higgs-Mass Bound
Guey-Lin Lin and Tzuu-Kang Chyi
Institute of Physics, National Chiao-Tung University, Hsinchu, Taiwan, R.O.C.
E-mail: glin@cc.nctu.edu.tw
We compute the Vilkovisky-DeWitt effective potential of a simplified version of the Standard Electroweak Model, where all charged
boson fields as well as the bottom-quark field are neglected. The effective potential obtained in this formalism is gauge-independent.
We derive from the effective potential the mass bound of the Higgs boson. The result is compared to its counterpart obtained from
the ordinary effective potential.
1 Introduction
The gauge dependence of the effective potential was first
pointed out by Jackiw in early seventies1. This finding
raised concerns on the physical significance of the effec-
tive potential. In a later work by Dolan and Jackiw
2, the effective potential of scalar QED was calculated
in a set of Rξ gauges. It was concluded that only the
limiting unitary gauge gives sensible result on sponta-
neous symmetry-breaking. This difficulty was partially
resolved by the work of Nielsen3. In his paper, Nielsen de-
rived a simple identity characterizing the mean-field and
the gauge-fixing-parameter dependences of the effective
potential, namely,
(ξ
∂
∂ξ
+ C(φ, ξ)
∂
∂φ
)V (φ, ξ) = 0, (1)
where ξ is the parameter appearing in the gauge-fixing
term Lgf = − 12ξ (∂µAµ)2. The above identity implies
that the local extrema of V for different ξ are located
along the same characteristic curve on (φ, ξ) plane, which
satisfies dξ = dφC(φ,ξ)/ξ . Hence covariant gauges with
different ξ are equally good for computing V . On the
other hand, a choice of the multi-parameter gauge2 Lgf =
− 12ξ (∂µAµ + σφ1 + ρφ2)2 would break the homogeneity
of Eq. (1)3. Hence effective potential calulated in this
gauge has no physical significance.
Recently it was pointed out11 that the Higgs mass
bound as derived from the effective potential is gauge-
dependent. The gauge dependence enters in the calcula-
tion of one-loop effective potential, a quantity that is cru-
cial for the determination of the Higgs mass bound. Boy-
anovsky, Loinaz and Willey has proposed a resolution4 to
the gauge dependence of the Higgs mass bound. Their
approach is based upon the Physical Effective Poten-
tial constructed as the expectation value of the Hamil-
tonian in physical states5. The effective potential of the
abelian Higgs model is computed explicitly as an illustra-
tion. However, this formalism requires the identification
of first-class constraints in the theory and a projection to
the physical states. Such a procedure necessarily breaks
the manifest Lorentz invariance of the theory. Conse-
quently we expect it is highly non-trivial to apply this
formalism to the Standard Model(SM).
In our work6, we introduce the formalism of
Vilkovisky and DeWitt 7,8 for constructing an gauge-
independent effective potential, and therefore obtaining a
gauge-independent lower bound for the Higgs mass. We
present the idea with a toy model13 which corresponds
to neglect all charged boson fields in the SM. The gen-
eralization to the full SM is straightforward. In fact,
the applicability of Vilkovisky-DeWitt formulation to
non-abelian gauge theories has been extensively demon-
strated in literatures12.
The outline of this presentation is as follows. In Sec-
tion 2, we briefly review the formalism of Vilkovisky and
DeWitt using scalar QED as an example. We shall illus-
trate that the effective action of Vilkovisky and DeWitt
is equivalent to the ordinary effective action constructed
in the Landau-DeWitt gauge14. In Section 3, we calculate
the effective potential of the simplified standard model,
and the relevant renormalization constants of the theory
using the Landau-DeWitt gauge. The effective potential
is then extended to large vacuum expectation value of
the scalar field by means of renormalization group anal-
yses. In Section 4, the mass bound of the Higgs boson is
derived and compared to that given by oridinary effective
action. Section 5 is the conclusion.
2 Vilkovisky-DeWitt Effective Action of Scalar
QED
The formulation of Vilkovisky-DeWitt efective action is
motivated by the parametrization dependence of the or-
dinary effective action, which can be written generically
as
exp
i
h¯
Γ[Φ] = exp
i
h¯
(W [j] + Φi
δΓ
δΦi
)
=
∫
[Dφ] exp
i
h¯
(S[φ] + (Φi − φi) · δΓ
δΦi
).(2)
The parametrization dependence of the ordinary effective
action arises because the difference ηi ≡ (Φi − φi) is
1
not a vector in the field configuration space, hence the
product ηi · δΓδΦi is not a scalar under reparametrization.
The remedy to this problem is to replace −ηi with a
two-point function σi(Φ, φ) 7,8,9 which, at the point Φ, is
tangent to the geodesic connecting Φ and φ. The precise
form of σi(Φ, φ) depends on the connection Γijk of the
configuration space. It is easy to show that10
σi(Φ, φ) = −ηi − 1
2
Γijkη
jηk +O(η3). (3)
For scalar QED described by the Lagrangian:
L = −1
4
FµνF
µν + (Dµφ)
†(Dµφ)
− λ(φ†φ− µ2)2, (4)
with Dµ = ∂µ + ieAµ and φ =
φ1+iφ2√
2
, we have
Γijk =
{
i
jk
}
+ T ijk, (5)
where
{
i
jk
}
is the Christoffel symbol of the field configu-
ration space which has the following metric:
Gφa(x)φb(y) = δabδ
4(x− y),
GAµ(x)Aν(y) = −gµνδ4(x − y),
GAµ(x)φa(y) = 0. (6)
We note that the metric of the field configuration space
is determined by the quadratic part of the Lagrangian
according to the prescription of Vilkovisky7. In the above
flat-metric, we have
{
i
jk
}
= 0. However, the Christtoffel
symbols would be non-vanishing in the parametrization
with polar variables ρ and χ such that φ1 = ρ cosχ and
φ2 = ρ sinχ. T
i
jk is a quantity pertinent to generators g
i
α
of the gauge transformation. Explicitly, we have7,10
T ijk = −Bαj Dkgiα +
1
2
gραDρK
i
βB
α
j B
β
k + j ↔ k, (7)
where Bαk = N
αβgkβ with N
αβ being the inverse of
Nαβ ≡ gkαglβGkl. In scalar QED, the generators giα are
given by
gφa(x)y = −ǫabφb(x)δ4(x− y),
gAµ(x)y = −∂µδ4(x− y). (8)
with ǫ12 = 1. The one-loop effective action of scalar
QED can be calculated from Eq. (2) with the quantum
fluctuations ηi replaced by σi(Φ, φ). The result is written
as10:
Γ[Φ] = S[Φ]− ih¯
2
ln detG+
ih¯
2
ln det D˜−1ij , (9)
where S[Φ] is the tree-level effective action; ln detG
arises from the function space measure [Dφ] ≡
∏
x dφ(x)
√
detG, and D˜−1ij is the modified inverse-
propagator:
D˜−1ij =
δ2S
δΦiδΦj
− Γkij [Φ]
δS
δΦk
. (10)
To study the symmetry-breaking behaviour of the theory,
we focus on the effective potential which can be obtained
from Γ[Φ] by setting the classical fields Φ’s to constants.
The Vilkovisky -DeWitt effective potential of scalar
QED has been calculated in various gauges and differ-
ent parametrizations of scalar fields 14,10,15. The results
all agree with one another. In this work, we calculate
the effective potential and other relevant quantities in
Landau-DeWitt gauge16, which is characterized by the
gauge-fixing term: Lgf = − 12ξ (∂µBµ − ieη†Φ + ieΦ†η)2,
with ξ → 0. In Lgf , Bµ ≡ Aµ − Aµcl, and η ≡ φ − Φ
are quantum fluctuations while Aµcl and Φ are classical
fields. The advantage of performing calculations in the
Landau-DeWitt gauge is that T ijk vanishes
14 in this case.
In other words, Vilkovisky-DeWitt formalism coincides
with the conventional one in the Landau-DeWitt gauge.
For computing the effective potential, we choose
Aµcl = 0 and Φ =
ρcl√
2
, i.e. the imaginary part of Φ is
set to zero. In this set of background fields, Lgf can be
written as
Lgf = − 1
2ξ
(
∂µB
µ∂νB
ν − 2eρclχ∂µBµ + e2ρ2clχ2
)
,
(11)
where χ is the quantum field defined by η = ρ+iχ√
2
. We
note that Bµ − χ mixing in Lgf is ξ dependent, and
therefore would not cancell out the corresponding mixing
term in the classical Lagrangian of Eq. (4). This induces
the mixed-propagator such as < 0|T (Aµ(x)χ(y))|0 > or
< 0|T (χ(x)Aµ(y))|0 >. The Faddeev-Popov ghost La-
grangian is given by
LFP = ω
∗(−∂2 − e2ρ2cl)ω. (12)
With each part of the Lagrangian determined, we are
ready to compute the effective potential. Since we choose
a flat-metric, the one-loop effective potential is com-
pletely determined by the modified inverse propagators
D˜−1ij
17. From Eqs. (4), (11) and (12), we arrive at
D˜−1BµBν = (−k2 + e2ρ20)gµν + (1−
1
ξ
)kµkν ,
D˜−1Bµχ = ik
µeρ0(1− 1
ξ
),
D˜−1χχ = (k
2 −m2G −
1
ξ
e2ρ20),
D˜−1ρρ = (k
2 −m2H),
D˜ω∗ω = (k
2 − e2ρ20)−2, (13)
2
where we have set ρcl = ρ0, which is a space-time in-
dependent constant, and defined m2G = λ(ρ
2
0 − 2µ2),
m2H = λ(3ρ
2
0 − 2µ2). Using the definition Γ[ρ0] =
(2π)4δ4(0)Veff (ρ0) along with Eqs. (9) and (13), and
taking the limit ξ → 0, we obtain Veff (ρ0) = Vtree(ρ0)+
V1−loop(ρ0) with
V1−loop(ρ0) =
−ih¯
2
∫
dnk
(2π)n
ln[(k2 − e2ρ20)n−3
× (k2 −m2H)(k2 −m2+)(k2 −m2−)], (14)
wherem2+ andm
2
− are solutions of the quadratic equation
(k2)2−(2e2ρ20+m2G)k2+e4ρ40 = 0. In the above equation,
the gauge-boson’s degree of freedom has been continued
to n−3 in order to preserve the relevant Ward identities.
Our expression of V1−loop(ρ0) agree with previous results
obtained in the unitary gauge15. One could also calculate
the effective potential in the ghost-free covariant gauges
with Lgf = − 12ξ (∂µBµ)2. The cancellation of gauge-
parameter dependence in the effective potential has been
demonstrated in the case of massless scalar-QED with
µ2 = 014,10. It can be easily extended to the massive
case.
It is instructive to rewrite Eq. (14) as
V1−loop(ρ0) =
h¯
2
∫
dn−1~k
(2π)n−1
(
(n− 3)ωB(~k) + ωH(~k)
+ ω+(~k) + ω−(~k)
)
, (15)
where ωB(~k) =
√
~k2 + e2ρ20, ωH(
~k) =
√
~k2 +m2H and
ω±(~k) =
√
~k2 +m2±. One can see that V1−loop is a sum
of the zero-point energies of four excitations with masses
mB ≡ eρ0, mH , m+ and m−. Since there are precisely
four physical degrees of freedom in scalar QED, we see
that Vilkovisky-DeWitt effective potential does exhibit a
correct number of physical degrees of freedom.
3 Vilkovisky-DeWitt Effective Potential of the
Simplified Standard Model
In this section, we compute the effective potential of the
simplified standard model where charged boson fields and
all fermion fields except the top quark field are discarded.
The gauge interactions of this model are prescribed by
the following covariant derivatives13:
DµtL = (∂µ + igLZµ − 2
3
ieAµ)tL,
DµtR = (∂µ + igRZµ − 2
3
ieAµ)tR,
Dµφ = (∂µ + i(gL − gR)Zµ)φ, (16)
where gL = (−g1/2 + g2/3), gR = g2/3 with g1 =
g/ cos θW and g2 = 2e tan θW . Clearly this toy model
exhibits a U(1)A × U(1)Z symmetry where each U(1)
symmetry is associated with a neutral gauge boson. The
U(1)Z-charges of tL, tR and φ are related in such a way
that the following Yukawa interactions are invariant un-
der U(1)A × U(1)Z :
LY = −yt¯LφtR − yt¯Rφ∗tL. (17)
Since Vilkosvisky-DeWitt effective action coincides with
ordinary effective action calculated in the Landau-
DeWitt gauge, we hence calculate the effective potential
in this gauge which has
Lgf = − 1
2α
(∂µZ
µ +
ig1
2
η†Φ− ig1
2
Φ†η)2
− 1
2β
(∂µA
µ)2, (18)
with α, β → 0. We note that Aµ and Zµ are quantum
fluctuations associated with the photon and the Z bo-
son. Their classical backgrounds can be set to zero for
computing the effective potential. Following the method
of the previous section, we obtain
VVD(ρ0) =
h¯
2
∫
dn−1~k
(2π)n−1
(
(n− 3)ωZ(~k) + ωH(~k)
+ ω+(~k) + ω−(~k)− 4ωF (~k)
)
, (19)
with ωi(~k) =
√
~k2 +m2i where m
2
Z =
g2
1
4 ρ
2
0, m
2
± =
m2Z +
1
2 (m
2
G ±mG
√
m2G + 4m
2
Z) and m
2
F ≡ m2t = y
2ρ2
0
2 .
Performing the integration in Eq. (19) and subtracting
the infinities with MS prescription, we obtain
VV D(ρ0) =
1
64π2
(m4H ln
m2H
κ2
+m4Z ln
m2Z
κ2
+ m4+ ln
m2+
κ2
+m4− ln
m2−
κ2
− 4m4t ln
m2t
κ2
)
− 1
128π2
(3m4H + 5m
4
Z + 3m
4
G
+ 12m2Gm
2
Z − 12m4t ). (20)
Although VV D(ρ0) is obtained in the Landau-DeWitt
gauge, we should stress that any other gauge with non-
vanishing T ijk should lead to the same result. For later
comparisons, let us write down the ordinary effective po-
tential in the ghost-free Landau gauge2 (equivalent to re-
moving the scalar part of Eq. (18)):
VL(ρ0) =
h¯
2
∫
dn−1~k
(2π)n−1
(
(n− 1)ωZ(~k) + ωH(~k)
+ ωG(~k)− 4ωF (~k)
)
. (21)
Performing the integrations in VL and subtracting the
infinities give
VL(ρ0) =
1
64π2
(m4H ln
m2H
κ2
+ 3m4Z ln
m2Z
κ2
3
+ m4G ln
m2G
κ2
− 4m4t ln
m2t
κ2
)
− 1
128π2
(3m4H + 5m
4
Z + 3m
4
G − 12m4t ). (22)
We remark that VL differs from VV D except at the point
of extremum where ρ20 = 2µ
2. At this point, one has
m2G = 0 and m
2
± = m
2
Z which leads to VV D(ρ0 = 2µ
2) =
VL(ρ
2
0 = 2µ
2). That VV D = VL at the point of extremum
is a consequence of Nielsen identities3.
To derive the Higgs mass bound from VV D(ρ0) or
VL(ρ0), one encounters a breakdown of the perturbation
theory at, for instance, λ16pi2 ln
λρ2
0
κ2 > 1 for a large ρ0. To
extend the validity of the effective potential for a large ρ0,
the effective potential has to be improved by the renoma-
lization group(RG) analysis. Let us denote the effective
potential generically as Veff . The renormalization-scale
independence of Veff implies the following equation
18,4:(
−µ(γµ + 1) ∂
∂µ
+ βgˆ
∂
∂gˆ
− (γρ + 1)t ∂
∂t
+ 4
)
Veff (tρ
i
0, µ, gˆ, κ) = 0. (23)
where gˆ denotes collectively the coupling constants λ, g1,
g2 and y; ρ
i
0 is an arbitrarily chosen initial value for ρ0.
Solving this differential equation gives
Veff (tρ
i
0, µi, gˆi, κ) = exp
(∫ ln t
0
4
1 + γρ(x)
dx
)
× Veff (ρi0, µ(t, µi), gˆ(t, gˆi), κ), (24)
where
t
dgˆ
dt
=
βgˆ(gˆ(t))
1 + γρ(gˆ(t))
with gˆ(0) = gˆi, (25)
and
µ(t, µi) = µi exp
(
−
∫ ln t
0
1 + γµ(x)
1 + γρ(x)
dx
)
(26)
To fully determine Veff at large ρ0, we need to calculate
β functions of λ, g1, g2 and y, and the anomalous di-
mensions γµ and γρ. It has been demonstrated that the
n-loop effective potential is improved by (n + 1)-loop β
and γ functions19,20. Since the effectve potential is cal-
culated to the one-loop order, a consistent RG analysis
requires the knowledge of β and γ functions up to two
loops. As the computation of two-loop β and γ functions
are quite involved, we will simply improve the tree-level
effective potential with one-loop β and γ functions.
We have the following one-loop β and γ functions in
the Landau-DeWitt gauge(we will set h¯ = 1 from this
point on):
βλ =
1
16π2
(
3
8
g41 − 3λg21 − 2y4 + 4λy2 + 20λ2
)
,
βg1 =
g1
4π2
(
g21
16
− g1g2
18
+
g22
27
)
,
βg2 =
g2
4π2
(
g21
16
− g1g2
18
+
g22
27
)
,
βy =
y
8π2
(
y2 − 3g
2
1
8
+
g1g2
12
)
,
γµ =
1
2π2
(
3λ
4
+
3g41
128
− 3g
2
1
32
− y
4
8λ
+
y2
8
)
,
γρ =
1
64π2
(−5g21 + 4y2) . (27)
We stress that all the above functions except γρ, the
anomalous dimension of the scalar field, are in fact gauge-
independent in theMS subtraction scheme. For γρ in the
Landau gauge, we have
γρ =
1
64π2
(−3g21 + 4y2) . (28)
4 The Higgs Mass Bound
The lower bound of the Higgs mass can be derived from
the vacuum instability condition for the effective poten-
tial. To derive the mass bound, one begins with Eq. (24)
which implies
Vtree(tρ
i
0, µi, λi) =
1
4
χ(t)λ(t, λi)
(
(ρi0)
2 − 2µ2(t, µi)
)2
,
(29)
with χ(t) = exp
(∫ ln t
0
4
1+γρ0 (x)
dx
)
. Since µ(t, µi) de-
creases as t increases, we have Vtree(tρ
i
0, µi, λi) ≈
1
4χ(t)λ(t, λi)(ρ
i
0)
4 for a sufficiently large t. Similarly,
the one-loop effective potential V1−loop(tρi0, µi, gˆi, κ) is
also proportional to V1−loop(ρi0, µ(t, µi), gˆ(t, gˆi), κ) with
the same proportional constant χ(t) as in Vtree. Since
we shall neglect all running effects in V1−loop, we have
gˆ(t, gˆi) = gˆi and µ(t, µi) =
1
tµi in V1−loop. For a suffi-
ciently large t, we can again approximate V1−loop by its
quartic terms. In the Landau-DeWitt gauge with the
choice ρi0 = κ, we have
VV D ≈ (ρ
i
0)
4
64π2
[ 9λ2i ln(3λi) +
g41i
16
ln(
g21i
4
)− y4i ln(
y2i
2
)
+ A2+(g1i, λi) lnA+(g1i, λi)
+ A2−(g1i, λi) lnA−(g1i, λi)
− 3
2
(10λ2i + λig
2
1i +
5
48
g41i − y4i )], (30)
whereA±(g1, λ) = g21/4+λ/2·(1±
√
1 + g21/λ). Similarly,
the effective potential in the Landau gauge reads:
VL ≈ (ρ
i
0)
4
64π2
[9λ2i ln(3λi) +
3g41i
16
ln(
g21i
4
)− y4i ln(
y2i
2
)
+ λ2i ln(λi)−
3
2
(10λ2i + λig
2
1i +
5
48
g41i − y4i )], (31)
4
Combining the tree level and the one-loop effective po-
tential, we arrive at
Veff (tρ
i
0, µi, gˆi, κ) ≈
1
4
χ(t) (λ(t, λi) + ∆λ(gˆi)) (ρ
i
0)
4,
(32)
where ∆λ denotes one-loop corrections given by Eqs.
(30) or (31). Let tV I = ρV I/ρ
i
0. The condition for vac-
uum instability of the effective potential is then21
λ(tV I , λi) + ∆λ(gˆi) = 0. (33)
We note that couplings gˆi in ∆λ is evaluated at κ =
ρi0, which can be taken as the electroweak scale. Hence
g1i ≡ g/ cos θW = 0.67, g2i ≡ 2e tan θW = 0.31, and
yi = 1. The running coupling λ(tV I , λi) also depends on
g1, g2 and y through βλ, and γρ shown in Eq. (27).
The strategy for solving Eq. (33) is to make an initial
guess on λi, which enters into λ(t) and ∆λ, and repeat-
edly adjusting λi till λ(t) completely cancells ∆λ. For
tV I = 10
2(or ρ0 ≈ 104 GeV) which is the new-physics
scale reachable by LHC, we find λi = 4.83 × 10−2 for
Landau-DeWitt gauge, and λi = 4.8 × 10−2 for Landau
gauge. For a higher instability scale such as the scale of
grand unification, we have tV I = 10
13 or ρ0 ≈ 1015 GeV.
In this case, we find λi = 3.13× 10−1 for both Landau-
DeWitt and Landau gauges. The numerical agreement
between λi’s of two gauges can be attributed to an iden-
tical β function for the running of λ(t), and a small dif-
ference in ∆λ between two gauges. We recall from Eq.
(25) that the evolution of λ in two gauges will be differ-
ent if effects of next-to-leading logarithm are taken into
account. In that case, the difference in γρ between two
gauges give rise to different evolutions for λ. One may
expect to see non-negligible differences in λi between two
gauges for a large tV I .
The critical value λi = 4.83× 10−2 corresponds to a
lower bound for the MS mass of the Higgs boson. Since
mH = 2
√
λµ, we have (mH)MS ≥ 77 GeV. For λi =
3.13× 10−1, we have (mH)MS ≥ 196 GeV. To obtain the
lower bound for the physical mass of the Higgs boson,
finite radiative corrections must be added to the above
bounds11. We will not pursue any further on these finite
corrections since we are simply dealing with a toy model.
However we like to point out that this finite correction is
gauge-independent as ensured by Nielsen identities3.
5 Conclusion
We have computed the one-loop effective potential of
an abelian U(1) × U(1) model in the Landau-DeWitt
gauge, which reproduces the result given by the gauge-
independent Vilkovisky-DeWitt formalism. One-loop
β and γ functions are also computed to facilitate the
RG improvement of the effective potential. A gauge-
independent lower bound for the Higgs self-coupling or
equivalently the MS mass of the Higgs boson is derived.
We compare this bound to that obtained by the ordinary
effective potential computed in Landau gauge. The nu-
merical values of both bounds are almost identical due to
the leading-logarithmic approximation we have taken. A
complete next-to-leading analysis as well as an extension
of this work to the full standard model will be reported
in future publications.
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